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DISCLAMER

Trading or investing in financial markets, including but not limited to,
futures, forex, equities, cryptocurrencies, contains substantial risk and is not
for every investor. An investor could potentially lose all or more than the
initial investment. Risk capital is money that can be lost without
jeopardizing ones’ financial security or life style. Only risk capital should be
used for trading and only those with su�cient risk capital should consider
trading. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.

Hypothetical performance results have many inherent limitations, some of
which are described below. No representation is being made that any
account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown; in
fact, there are frequently sharp di�erences between hypothetical
performance results and the actual results subsequently achieved by any
particular trading program. One of the limitations of hypothetical
performance results is that they are generally prepared with the benefit of
hindsight. In addition, hypothetical trading does not involve financial risk,
and no hypothetical trading record can completely account for the impact
of financial risk of actual trading. for example, the ability to withstand
losses or to adhere to a particular trading program in spite of trading
losses are material points which can also adversely a�ect actual trading
results. There are numerous other factors related to the markets in general
or to the implementation of any specific trading program which cannot be
fully accounted for in the preparation of hypothetical performance results
and all which can adversely a�ect trading results.

Testimonials appearing on this website may not be representative of other
clients or customers and is not a guarantee of future performance or
success.

TradeDevils is not responsible for any losses incurred as a result of using
any of our trading strategies. Stop-loss strategies may not always be
e�ective because market conditions (slippage) or technological issues
may make it impossible to execute such orders.



WHAT HAPPENED

CRYPTO ROUNDUP (MAR 3 – MAR 10):

Last week in the crypto world witnessed Ethereum's surge nearing $4,000, sparking
optimism about the end of the "crypto winter," while Bitcoin also experienced a price hike,
prompting comparisons to "digital gold."

Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell declared no imminent plans for a US Central Bank
Digital Currency (CBDC), contrasting with Hong Kong's central bank unveiling Project
Ensemble, a move towards a digital Hong Kong dollar. European Banking Solutions
introduced crypto payment options for high-risk industries.

Notable events included Wormhole's 617 million token airdrop, Ethereum burning over half a
billion dollars, Meta's reported pause on NFT development for Facebook and Instagram, and
Solana-based tokens like FLOKI witnessing price surges due to speculation of potential
airdrops. Additionally, Binance faces potential lawsuits regarding US securities law violations
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BITCOIN

Bitcoin remains in a beautiful bullish uptrend, there are no signs to be bearish
whatsoever as of writing this newsletter. The support has held at 61.3k and 58.8k. If there is
a one more retest, we will be looking to get long there, of course because we can manage
the risk properly. Currently, we could be trading still inside subwave 4, no confirmations given
for Elliott wave yet

Zooming out, weekly Bitcoin candle is as bullish, as it can get! We are above all resistances,
and this market is not for shorts, its for longs – important levels to watch 61.3k and 58.8k. as
long as 58k support holds, we are in uptrend

Expectation would be to see a consolidation inside wave 4s



ETHEREUM

Ethereum keeps uptrend with higher highs and higher lows, no reason to be
bearish, long setups are favored on pullbacks. The uptrend is intact as long as we
stand above 3520, if we lose 3520, that could indicate that 3rd subwave is in (next chart).
Currently we are trading in Weekly Order Block, which is a resistance, we need to flip
3923/4k level to carry on with uptrend

Zooming out, we don’t know if the third of a third wave is in, but by nature, we can deduce
that we are in that wave. Once the correction comes in (if it comes), 3520 is major support
level. Next major resistances at near ATH – 4632



SOLANA

Solana is trading currently inside resistance range, between 140 and 147, if we
manage to close inside resistance range today, expectation would be that we go for next
resistance at 172

The support remains at 122, as long as we are above it, we are in uptrend

AVAX

Avalanche is trading above support, at 39, any dips into support this week, could yield nice
long position entry for a potential run towards 56 and 70. As long as we are above 32, we
are in uptrend

Dips into 39 could yield nice entries with proper risk management



BINANCE

Binance is off the races, we were right to be cautious at 428 level, which was wave
1 high, we only had so shallow wave 2 pullback, and are pushing wave 3 currently,
which can extend near ATH levels.

Currently, 505 is support to look out for entries

CHAINLINK

Link is trading sideways above support at 18.080 after retesting and holding it, therefore
structure remains bullish. The resistances have not been tested at 21.880 and 22.990

As long as we are trading above 18.080, structure remains bullish!



POLYGON

Matic held support and went to test resistance at 1.19, our idea was right! Next
resistance is at 1.47

As long as we close above 1.19 weekly, I am watching for higher prices, but be aware of
pullbacks within uptrend

OPTIMISM

OP is trading sideways within uptrend after major breakout in ATH territory, expectation
remains positive as long as we are trading above 2023 December high

Major support at 3.71, as long as we are above it, uptrend is intact



APTOS

Aptos trade remains nicely in positive, for +26.70% as of writing this update.
Stops are moved to recent lows at 10.49, and take profit remains at 16.74

As long as we are trading above 11.10, we are in uptrend

ARBITRUM

Arbitrum remains above support but in choppy situation, the support has been tested at 1.69
and we bounced for 35%. Expectations remain positive

As long as 1.69 holds, we are in uptrend and those pullbacks are part of uptrend



IF YOU ENJOY OUR NEWSLETTER, CONSIDER JOINING OUR COMMUNITY WHERE WE SHARED DETAILED ELLIOT

WAVE WORK ON MAJOR CRYPTO COINS, ALSO FOR DAILY TDU CRYPTO BASKET UPDATE. LET’S ALL GET

CRAZY RICH! FOR DETAILED EW ANALYSIS, JOIN OUR DISCORD

Official links of TradeDevils University👇

・Discord・https://discord.gg/tuvQsPYac6

・X・https://twitter.com/tradedevils

・YouTube・https://youtube.com/@tradedevils

・TG Channel・https://t.me/tradedevilsuniversity

BONUS CHARTS FROM OUR MEMBERS😉


